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QUESTION 1

An administrator deploys vRealize Operations into a vSphere 6.x environment. After the deployment, the administrator
notices that badges are not appearing. 

What is a likely cause of this behavior? 

A. Badges do not appear until you register vRealize Operations with vCenter Server. 

B. Badges do not appear until you register a vCenter Server in vRealize Operations. 

C. The vRealize Operations appliance needs to be redeployed. 

D. The vCenter Server appliance needs to be redeployed. 

Correct Answer: A 

If the badges are not appearing, check if you registered vRealize operations with vcenter server. Reference:
https://www.vmware.com/support/vrops/doc/vrops-60-release-notes.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two Fibre Channel zoning options are supported with vSphere 6.x? (Choose two.) 

A. Single-Initiator 

B. Single-Initiator-Single-Target 

C. Multiple-Initiators-Single-Target 

D. Multiple-Initiators-Multiple-Targets 

Correct Answer: AB 

Use single-initiator-single-target zoning when zoning ESXi hosts to Fibre Channel arrays. With this type of configuration,
fabric related events that occur on one array do not impact other arrays 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vsphere-esxi-vcenterserver-60-storage-
guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is given a bash script that retrieves data for ESXi 6.x host configurations. This data needs to be
collected right after the installation of a host and must be run directly on the host. 

Which two actions can be used to run this script on an ESXi host? (Choose two.) 

A. Connect to the host with Ruby vSphere Console and run the script from there. 

B. Enable SSH access from the Direct Console User Interface. 
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C. Enable the ESXi Shell from the Direct Console User Interface. 

D. Run the script directly from the vSphere Web Client. 

Correct Answer: BC 

The Direct Console User Interface (DCUI) allows you to interact with the host locally using text-based menus. You can
use the Direct Console User Interface to enable local and remote access to the ESXi Shell. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-50/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.security.doc_50%2FGUID-94F0C54F-05E3-4E16-8027-0280B9ED1009.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two events happen when Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) is disabled? (Choose two.) 

A. The cluster\\'s resource pool heirarchy and affinity rules are re-established when DRS is turned back on. 

B. The cluster\\'s resource pool hierarchy and affinity rules are not re-established when DRS is turned back on. 

C. The cluster\\'s resource pools are removed from the cluster. 

D. The cluster\\'s resource pools are removed from the cluster and assigned to the hosts. 

Correct Answer: BC 

When DRS is disabled, the cluster\\'s resource pool hierarchy and affinity rules are not reestablished when DRS is
turned back on. If you disable DRS, the resource pools are removed from the cluster. To avoid losing the resource
pools, save a snapshot of the resource pool tree on your local machine. You can use the snapshot to restore the
resource pool when you enable DRS. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.resmgmt.doc
%2FGUID-2117087C-7418-4698-8CCF-BDF361664A3A.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A High Availability (HA) cluster is configured to respond to a given number of host failures. The cluster contains virtual
machines configured with these settings: VM1 has a 1GHz CPU reservation and no Memory reservation VM2 has a
2GHz CPU reservation and no Memory reservation VM3 has no CPU reservation and no Memory reservation 

Given this information, what is the correct slot size for the cluster? 

A. The CPU Reservation should be set to 32MHz and the memory reservation should be set to 32MB plus memory
overhead. 

B. The CPU reservation should be set to 1 GHz and the memory reservation should be set to 0MB plus memory
overhead. 

C. The CPU reservation should be set to 2 GHz, and the memory reservation should be set to 0MB plus the virtual
machine memory overhead. 

D. The CPU reservation should be set to 2 GHz, and the memory reservation should be set to 32MB, plus the virtual
machine memory overhead. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Then HA will calculate how much resources are currently reserved for both memory and CPU for powered-on virtual
machines. For CPU, those virtual machines that do not have a reservation larger than 32Mhz a default of 32Mhz will be
used. For memory a default of 0MB+memory overhead will be used if there is no reservation set. If a reservation is set
for memory it will use the reservation+memory overhead. Reference: http://www.yellow-bricks.com/2012/06/20/ha-
admission-control-basics-part-22/ 
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